"Race" specificity and the femur/stature ratio.
This inquiry explores a series of problems related to the femur/stature ratio first raised by Feldesman et al. (1990). In particular, we used a revised data set and a more elaborate research protocol to address questions pertaining to: (1) whether the femur/stature ratios of three quasigeographic "races" ("Blacks," "Whites," "Asians") are statistically significantly different; (2) whether these are statistically (as opposed to biologically) coherent groups; and (3) whether the "race"-specific ratios are more accurate than the simple generic femur/stature ratio. We used ANOVA, ANOCOVA, post hoc analysis, k-means cluster analysis, linear discriminant functions, and approximate randomization to determine whether the group differences in the ratio were significant, and to assess the coherence of the "racial" groups themselves. We used validation procedures including mean absolute deviation, mean squared error, and Pitman's measure of closeness of a known sample of 798 femur/stature pairs to compare the accuracy of the generic ratio and the group-specific ratios. The results confirmed that the "Black" femur/stature ratio is significantly different from those of "Whites" and "Asians"; however, group coherence was poor, with results barely better than chance. We found that "race"-specific ratios slightly outperform the generic ratio when "race" is certain, but the gains are small for the assumptions required. More significantly, however, we found that when "race" attribution is uncertain or unknown, as in paleoanthropology, the wrong ratio (or the wrong regression equation) performs poorer than the generic femur/stature ratio. As a result, we recommend that researchers continue using the generic femur/ stature ratio to estimate stature in pre- and protohistoric populations. An alternative equation, a generic regression, yields even better stature estimates; however, we urge further study before recommending that researchers use this instead of the more thoroughly tested generic femur/stature ratio.